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The Rogue design by 
Graham Bantock was my 
choice as a winter project, 
the compact size of the 
RG65 making it very cost 
effective to build

If the last two winters are anything to go by then many skippers 
will have plenty of time to build a boat whilst the snow and ice 
prevent them enjoying winter sailing on their local lakes. With this 

in mind I thought it might be good idea to provide a few suggestions 
to help those who may well have bought second-hand boats in the 
past but feel they might like the challenge of trying their hand at an 
original boat of their own. I actually did this myself last winter, and 
completed a modest hull and rigs over time which, whilst not of the 
highest quality, is sailing well and justifies the time and effort involved.

Previous exPerience?
The first thing to think about is whether you have had any related 

model making or other craft experience which will give you a head 
start when building a racing model sailboat. Back in the days when 
I first got involved there were many people who were employed 
in some sort of manufacturing operation involving timber or metal 
products and their skills were very easily adapted to the model 
world. Many newcomers are ex-aeromodellers who have cut their 
teeth on balsa and spruce models and have perhaps planked a 
fuselage from time to time. This makes the switch to a planked boat 
hull very easy, especially as most classes now use a canoe body 
shape and separate blade fin and rudder. 

On the other hand larger model sailing boats demand somewhat 
more durable timber and some experience of craft work with timber 
will pay off when it comes to shaping and trimming planks and 
formers. Of course if you come from the world of model car racing 
then moulded plastic parts will be familiar territory but not perhaps 
that common in DIY sailboats, but then again there are a number 
of kits on the market which can be made up into good racing boats 
and might prove a better first time venture. 

choosing a suitable Design 
The best advice possible is to try to find a local club near you and 

take a look at the boats sailed there. There is almost certain to be 
a good reason for the choices made by other skippers and it can 
be a real waste of time to build a different class boat and arrive 
lakeside to find you are ‘on your own’ so to speak! You may have 
seen a Tenrater or multihull on a video clip without realizing that 
they are quite large and need plenty of space, and in the case of 
the Tenrater a deep lake. 

The ubiquitous IOM class is very popular but some clubs have a 
fleet almost of all professionally built boats whereas others have 
mostly timber planked home built boats. There are other clubs 
which sail the 36R class because it has a shallow draught and can 
be sailed on small lakes in public parks without problems, even 
during summer droughts. 

Other clubs may have a ‘one-design’ club boat with perhaps 
basic parts available within the club. If you are on your own then 
try to choose a boat with a hull something between 700 mm and 
1 m in length. Smaller boats can be a bit fiddly and require very 
careful weight control and larger ones need fittings which are much 
stronger so as to withstand the pressures on them when sailing. 
Having chosen a class and design, and perhaps bought the plans 
you can get started.
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builDing tools
It is possible to build a complete boat with a minimum of tools and 

workshop equipment. A moderate size workbench in a tool shed 
with good light, some basic craft knives, saws, drills and sanding 
papers and so on can be used on light timber such as balsa to 
produce a hull. Of course it helps to have a few power tools such 
as a jigsaw, a vertical drill stand and an orbital sanding tool, and a 
Workmate bench is also very handy as it is portable and can be 
carried indoors as required for warmth. 

You will need to have a decent and stable jig on which to mount 
the hull frames and for smaller boats this can be a piece of 25 mm 
thick timber with a backbone screwed and glue to it. Bigger boats 
may require something less liable to flex, such as a length of metal 
box section. The bigger the boat the firmer the frames have to be. 
Small boats can use good quality cardboard, or off-cuts of ply or 
other timber to hand. Modern paints and varnishes are of excellent 
quality and are not really given a hard time when used for model 
sailboats, unless you scrape them down the side of a lake with 
concrete edges, and can easily be obtained at your local DIY store.

hull construction ((sf 02, 03, 04))
You may have chosen a chine panel type hull in which case the 

basic methods are similar to planking but the application of the hull 
panels, usually thin ply, relatively easier. Assuming you are using 
timber planking, then for boats up to 1 m in length a light timber 
such as balsa can be used for planking, as it can be protected from 
damage by the application of an external glass tissue and resin and 
reinforced internally in a similar fashion. A more durable timber such 
as obeche or cedar can be used and if well done produces a really 
lovely natural finish but is not so easily obtainable in many localities.   

If racing is your aim, make sure that you use only materials 
allowed by the class rules. Friends may advise the use of carbon 

fibre tissue as a reinforcing tissue but if it is against the class rules 
then it will ruin all your hard work! 

Start by drawing a central datum line on your building board and 
then marking in at right angles the positions of all frames. You will 
need to purchase some square section timber to use as frame 
supports and these need to be a bit wider than the hull so that in 
due course you can unscrew them from the board. 

The frames need to be cut carefully and marked with their station 
numbers. When you have them roughly in position place a thin 
strip of timber against the run of all frames at a given position and 
see if this fairs in neatly, sticks out or has a hollow under it at any 
stations. You will need to check out any discrepancies and correct 
the frames as required before you can start planking. Most boats 
use a central kingplank which is fixed first and provides some 
stiffness to the frames. 

Again most boats require that the frames are removed after 
planking so you do not apply glue to the frames, even adding 
protective tape to discourage this happening by accident. You can 
leave them in place but they add weight and tend to slightly warp 
the planking between each section when the boat experiences high 
or low temperatures. 

Planking usually starts at the gunwale and is applied one plank 
per side in rotation to balance out any tendency to twist the frames 
as you go on. There are two schools of thought about tapering the 
planks. The first suggests you apply three or four full width planks 
both sides and then taper the rest quite sharply as you work round 
the bilge, the second that you start the tapering as soon as you 
apply the second plank. 

comPleting the hull ((sf 05, 06))
Once you have got a fully planked hull still attached to the frames, 

lightly sand it down with a flexible and long batten with sandpaper 
attached. This gentle action will avoid sanding in hollows but clean 

The hull sections were photocopied on to paper, stuck to stiff 
card and cut out carefully, with an up-stand to a datum line which 
matched the building board

The building board with all frames standing

Here the kingplank and inwales are in place. Kingplank was made 
up of two strips to allow it to bend easily to profile

The hull planking in 2 mm balsa completed and having been 
lightly sanded
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fins anD ruDDers
The fin is a critical part of the performance of a modern radio 

controlled sailboat and it is not that easy to laminate a fin from 
scratch. I do know people who have done this for their own boats, 
either by laminating layers of c/f cloth over a core of shaped balsa, 
or by making up a two part mould and laying up the fin inside this. 
This method is described in some detail in the book RC Racing 
Sailboats, and the key requirement is a very accurately made and 
possibly machined mould. 

As you can see in the photos, I cheated here as I purchased a 
‘reject’ fin from SailsEtc which was purpose made for this type of 
design. It saved a lot of time and money and of course I got a true 
stiff fin at low cost. The rudder is made up of three laminations of 
timber sanded to aerofoil shape and with the rudderstock glued into 
the middle. This could have been a bit lighter but again I wanted it to 
be true and not to warp. 

leaD ballast
Without doubt the most difficult part of a boat for a newcomer 

to produce, the art of lead casting is only something which can 
be learned with practice and the consequences of error can be 
quite dangerous. The IOM class has a standard ballast weight, 
which can be handy as there is enough commercial interest to 
justify commercial outlets to sell and dispatch a casting to you, the 
customer. However, lead itself is getting more expensive and so is 
the cost of posting such a heavy item. 

If you go for another type of boat then the optimum weight of 
ballast may be unique to your own build and this can pose quite 
a problem. The builder of a large model may well have to carve a 
timber pattern and then approach a local casting firm which may be 
prepared to cast a ballast using that pattern. For smaller boats it is 
possible to make up a lead by cutting out shapes from lead flashing 
as used for roofing work, and thus available from local builders 
merchants, and laminating them together, and finally filling the 
outside with car body filler and sanding to shape. This may not be 
ideal but at least it is relatively safe for inexperienced hands. 

the mast anD rigs
The dimensions and style of the rig is determined by the class 

rules and the designer and from that base the builder can make 
up all the parts from scratch or purchase fittings from well-known 
suppliers and assemble them. In my case I opted for a swingrig 
which used 8 mm and 6 mm diameter carbon fibre tube for mast 
and spars. I found a very neat plastic moulding made by PJ Sails, 
which avoided me making a block to hold this all together. If I had 
gone for a conventional two sail rig with a mainboom which needed 
to be free to swing in light weather then I probably would have 
opted for a commercial one. Very small boats can use a simple 

up the surface. You can then prime and paint this timber but most 
commonly nowadays an application of glass fibre tissue (.75 g/sq 
m) stippled into place with epoxy resin is made. When this hardens 
it can be trimmed back and any blemishes sanded out before the 
hull, with frames attached, is released from the building board. 

It pays to glue in place two or three spacers to hold the deck 
edges a their correct spacing prior to removing the frames, after 
which the inside of the hull can be cleaned up. The inside then 
needs a coat of epoxy resin and perhaps some additional tissue or 
cloth at stress points such as the rudderpost hole and around the 
fin box aperture. 

fitting out the hull ((sf 07, 08))
There is a general consensus about the layout of the radio 

equipment and controls for radio sailboats and this suggests 
concentrating the weight towards the centre of the boat to reduce 
the moment of inertia of the hull. Hence the common layout of 
the one metre type hull. In my case I mounted the sail servo in 
front of the mast tube and suspended it on two light cross beams 
linked only to the central kingplank and the gunwales. This avoids 
stressing the hull planks at any point. 

The rudder servo was mounted conventionally with the battery 
placed low down and velcroed to the finbox over the centre of 
gravity. The deck was cut from 0.5 mm ply and had access holes 
cut in it, which are covered with sticky back cloth patches. The hull 
was primed and finished with Humbrol enamel spray paint.

The two part epoxy resin and glass tissue sold for covering model 
aircraft wings

The general layout of the hull, with crossbeams where required and 
rudder servo on the centreline linked by wire arm to rudder arm

The sail servo was mounted just ahead of the mast position, on 
two light ply formers fitted only to kingplank and inwales
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piece of cord as the gooseneck anchor point, but as the sail area 
gets bigger then something stronger is required. 

sails anD sailmaking
Many of the professional sailmakers in the UK offer materials for 

people who want to try to produce their own sails. Single panel 
sails can be cut from modern drafting film very easily and the 
required corner patches and luff strengthening tapes can be applied 
using sticky backed tape. These sails are entirely satisfactory for 
smaller boats and for general club level sailing and of course the 
builder can always make a set of more advanced panelled sails 
once the overall format of the rig has been tested. 

If you choose to build a larger boat then you will need to study the 
art of sail making and the subject is covered in greater depth in the 
book RC Racing Sailboats and other publications.

Worth the effort? 
Going back to basics is often worthwhile if only to teach you the 

value of skilled craftsmanship! My own boat is sailing and the total 
cost for what is in effect a pint-sized Marblehead was less than 150 
pounds including the radio equipment. 

Building from a set of profile lines, deck plan and body sections 
was in itself interesting as I had to solve a few problems of 
construction details and installation options. These queries can 
easily be avoided and this is one reason for the continued popularity 
of the Nimbus Mk3 plans, which are sold via the Traplet Marine 
Modelling Plans Service (Ref MAR 3133). 

Other options in the plans range include the smaller chine panelled 
JIF65 (MAR 3269) and the round bilge planked Mini-Mumm (MAR 
2657) which is 750 mm in length. Next month we will be taking a 
closer look at the Wee Nip (MAR 2966) originally offered as a plan 
in line, and since then the subject of one of the first laser cut wood 
part kits offered by Traplet to make it as easy as possible to build a 
true hull and get sailing. MMI

The Graham Bantock IOM design Nimbus is an ideal first home 
build as it has excellent lines and a very detailed plan

The Mini-Mumm was based on lines from Graham Bantock and 
developed purely as a moderate size and attractive sport and fun 
sailer, and remains popular

The Wee Nip, also a Graham Bantock design, has exceeded all 
expectations since its introduction and the timber pre-cut parts 
now offered by Traplet is selling well


